MORE FRACKING?

MORE COAL?

HOW ABOUT MORE CLIMATE LEADERSHIP?

Governor Cuomo, we can’t frack and burn our way to safer air or a stronger economy. Continuing down the path of dirty energy will only fuel more devastating weather events like superstorm Sandy. Our kids deserve a healthier, safer future and New Yorkers are ready to lead the nation in climate solutions. But we can’t do it alone.

You can protect our families by moving New York beyond dirty coal and fracking to safe and healthy clean energy solutions. This January, we urge you to make climate disruption a key component of your State of the State address. We ask you to commit to meeting New York’s renewable energy and efficiency goals by 2015. Extend and increase our renewable energy targets. And invest in new large-scale clean energy like wind and solar instead of fracking and burning dirty energy sources.

Governor Cuomo, it’s time for climate leadership.
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